values taken from [S1] c dwell time corresponds to the time of uninterrupted recording of a single pixel which needs to be multiplied by the number of averages to yield the total exposure dose of each pixel d the symbol "≤" indicates that in these cases the image acquisition was stopped at a lower number of averages as the image noise level had decreased to a negligible level 
Imaging of CNMs with scanning electron microcopy
An example of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of CNMs is given in Figure S1 . Both images show the same area on the same sample but with different contrast settings. A low acceleration voltage was chosen to improve the CNM contrast. However, in Figure S1a intact CNMs are nearly indistinguishable from ruptured membranes (e.g. the opening at the lower left image corner). Here the contrast setting allows imaging of the copper grid only. At higher contrast settings the detector is saturated by secondary electrons from the copper grid, i.e. these areas appear white in Figure S1b . On the other hand, intact CNMs are slightly brighter than ruptured CNMs, i.e. imaging of CNMs is possible by substantially increasing the contrast setting during SEM image acquisition. Thus, the low amount of secondary electrons emitted by CNMs makes it very challenging to characterize CNMs by SEM.
Problems appear such as low signal-to-noise ratio, charging-induced rupturing at higher magnifications as well as the above described difficulty in setting the optimized contrast level. Note that this assessment is based on our experiences in imaging CNMs with a LEO 1530 field-emission SEM at 3 kV using the in-lens SE detector.
Utilizing a suitable SEM with much lower acceleration voltages as well as a charge compensation system should allow CNM imaging with much higher quality. 
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